The **GLOBAL NAVIGATION** menu provides you with a quick access to your Account, Dashboard, Courses, Calendar, and Inbox. The Global Navigation menu appears on the left of every page in Quercus.

The **DASHBOARD** includes a course card for your favorite courses. Course cards show an overview of course information including the course name and code. Each card can include up to four tabs, which represent the four main Canvas features for student course activity: Announcements, Assignments, Discussions, and Files. These tabs mimic visibility and order in Course Navigation.

The first icon (above) indicates the course has one new announcement. The other icons (in order) are files, assignments, discussions.

The **SIDEBAR** highlights notifications across all your courses. It can contain sections such as To Do, Coming Up, Recent Feedback, and View Grades.

For more information, please contact us at quercus@utsc.utoronto.ca
Course Home Page

Your Course Home Page can be one of five layout options: Recent Activity, a selected Page, the Course Modules, the Assignment List, or the Syllabus.

The COURSE NAVIGATION MENU is a series of links on the left side of your course that help you access different course areas. An active link is highlighted with black text and underlined [1]. Links that are hidden to students are blue with an oblique crossed eye icon to the right[2]. Navigation links can be enabled, disabled (hidden), or reordered by clicking the course Settings [3] and selecting the Navigation tab.

For more information, please contact us at quercus@utsc.utoronto.ca